Welcome to use HORI 3D Printing Software

Software Introduction
HoriPrinterSoftware is an intelligent front-end display, resize, slicing and printing
software. Responsible for slicing the model file generated GCODE code, control
operation of the printer, is critical for the printing process. More importantly, it is very
easy to use, has a user-friendly interface, simple setup, very fast, even if the first time
can quickly get started. HoriPrinterSoftware the latest version is a very fast speed
slicing, no need to wait, in the process you look at the model of the completed
sections have been quietly in the background, you can even feel (Figure 6-3).

MAIN INTERFACE AND FUNCTION MANUAL
In order to improve the application ability of HORI 3D printers, HORI developed a
3D print slicing software and control software with simple style, easy operating and
understanding. Based on the original software function, we improved in following
points:
Multiple models can be loaded or copied to slice and print at the same time;
Can move, zoom, rotate and other operations to model, and can achieve rapid rotation
of model;
Increased model automatic slicing , manually add support, model automatically
placed on the platform, and many other features;
Support double-nozzles print mode, and continue play after stop;
English language operation interface;
Main menu functions are as below: (the following detailed instructions sequences are
from the left to right of main menu bar)
1. Model adding
Click on the icon

"add model" in the interface menu, then select the model,

click open, and then add the model to the display area. When adding the model, you
can add several STL, OBJ model files respectively.

2. Model slice
After adding the model, click on the icon

"slice" in the interface menu area,

and then process the quick slicing of model to generate the G-code slice data and
preview data.

3. Sent to SD card
Click on the icon

"send to the SD " in the interface menu area, the slicing data

can be sent directly to the SD card for offline printing.
4. Slice and print list
Click on the icon

"print manage" in the menu interface area, showing the

following screen,in which, the left side is slicing data list, and the right side is printing

list. This design enables complete separation of the model slicing and model printing
with a new operating experience. ( refer to slicing data list and print control section)

5. Model automatic cutting
Click on the icon

”split model” in the interface menu area.The software will

automatically cut the model into multiple independent parts according to the internal
structure of the model, each part can be removed after cutting, copying and separate
printing.

6. Print settings
Click on the icon

" settings" in the interface menu area to set parameter of

model support, slice and others, The setting is divided into basic setting, advanced
setting, manual support ,and combing setting.
7. Factory mode settings
Click on the icon "Factory mode settings" in the menu interface area. This mode is for
detecting printer’s transfer protocol, print area, origin position center-pos, printer
hardware settings, and editing, import, generate G-code and manually sending
instruction to the printer.
8. Model list
Click on the icon

"model list" in interface menu area which shows the list of

added models, and adding, removing and copying model can be processed, you can
also view the details of model’ point, line, surface.

9. Display
After model sliced, click on the icon

"Filament" in the main interface menu

area, then the preview simulation model will be displayed. Drag the "layered " scroll
bar on right side, you can directly preview the printing process of the model. Model
support, shell, inner shell, filling are marked in different colors clearly. At the same
time the system would work out the estimated printing time and filament usage.

10. Travel
Click on the icon
of the print head.

"travel" in the interface menu area to display the moving track

11. Vedio
Click on the icon

"video" in the interface menu area to open and used the

connected camera.
12. Basic operation
When the software is running, the left side of the interface will display a menu
"operation tips", which shows the basic operation of the model control. If the "Don’t
display tips at startup" is selected , the tips will no longer automatically pop up in
suspension window when running the software nest time.

Rotate Viewpoint：The Left Mouse Pressed Model Preview area +Drag.
Rotate Model：Hold Ctrl and Mouse left on the model to rotate the model.
Move Viewpoint：Hold Mouse Right on the Model Preview area and drag to move the
viewpoint.
Move Model：Hold Ctrl and Mouse Right to move the model by dragging.
Scale Viewpoint：Scroll the Mouse Wheel.
Scale Model：Hold Ctrl and scroll the Mouse Wheel to zoom.

MODEL CONTROL
After adding model, users can operate model’s rotation, scaling, reset and others by a
menu bar displayed at the bottom right of the screen.

1. Model rotate
Click on the icon

"rotate" on the menu bar, users can rotate X, Y, Z axis of

model from in the pop-up dialog box. Meanwhile, users can implement the model
rotation for precise control by entering specific figures.

2. Model zooming
Click the icon

"scale" in the menu bar, users can implement zooming in the

pop-up dialog box.
The small lock in the dialog box shows the

"uniform scale" status, the model is

scaled according to the original scale. Only need to fill in the scaling of the X axis, Y
axis and Z axis will automatically be the corresponding scaling.
When the small lock appears "reset"

state, we can scale in the X, Y and Z axis to

an arbitrary dimension, X, Y, Z axis which fill in one dimension numerical, other
dimensions of value not to follow the changes and then scaling is probably not scaling
model according to the ratio of the original.

3. Model reset

Click on the icon

on the menu bar to pop uo a dialog box, in which users can

reset model .
Click to select

“rotate the model to select the plane”, the selected surface is set

on the bottom of the scene. Click the icon
model of rotation.

"cancel rotate" to cancel the operation

MODEL SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
After loading the model file，a menu bar will displayed on the lower right side of the
interface.Click the icon

“Support” , by which to add the support for model.

There are two operations, one is fully automatic support, the other is manual support.
1. Automatic Support
Fully Automatic Support refers to the program add the support for model when
slicing.The support type contains grim,line,tree and pillar.Click the icon
support” to add the support for the model automatically.Click the icon
all supports” to remove all the supports.
·Automatic Support:Grim

·Automatic Support:Line

”Add
”Remove

·Automatic Support:Tree

· Automatic Support：Pillar

2. Manual support
Manual Support refers to adding the support for model manually，all that users have to
do is to switch to manual support，and click the mouse on the position to add support
of the model.

Click the icon

“Add single support” to add the support manually for model.

Click the icon

“Remove single support” to remove the support of a position.

Click the icon

“Remove all supports” to remove all supports.

For easy operation,manual support is also equipped with automatic mode,which is for
adding the manual support when the model requires support.

3. Manual support setting
Click the icon

on the main interface menu “Print settings” to pop up the dialog box,

in which, parameters of “Support shape” in “Mannual Support” to adjust the shape of
manual support.

PRINT SETTING
Click the icon

" settings" in the menu area,In the pop-up dialog box, you can

easily configure the quality of printing, slicing parameters, supporting effect. Simple
mode is the default setting when Run the software when running the software.If you
want to adjust more parameters, you can check the "display advanced setting", click it
and see the advanced model.

1. Print raft layers
System defaults to "Print Raft Layers", unless there is a special need, not to choose
Print Raft Layers, you can manually click on it and do not choose it.
2. Empty cup effect
Generally in the printing process, it needs to print the internal filler to ensure the
effect of finished product. If the empty cup is need only, you can manually check this
item.

3. Support
-None,touching buildplate and everywhere can be selected as need
- none: without any support.
- touching buildplate: support at the bottom of the print model to prevent being
suspended.
- everywhere: it can prevent the fall of suspended parts of model, but the
difficulty and time consuming of polishing may increase after
printing process,
4. Print quality
Print quality is mainly to choose layer height, fill density, edge width and surface line
tilt angle. The higher the quality is, the thinner the layer will be , the higher the filling
rate, the model will be more precise, more rugged, and heavier. User can choose low
quality, medium quality, high quality, best quality or select custom to fill parameters
according to needs,. In general, the default medium quality will meet the general
requirements for printing.
- Layer Height: layer height is the height of each printed layer of model, the smaller
layer height, the better printed model surface quality.But the time consuming is longer.
Between exquisite and time, we do measure and choose.
- Fill Density: Fill density is the filling rate of the internal model, the higher the fill
density, the fuller the model interior is, and the model will be stronger and more
heavy, but print process time will longer.
- Edge Width: the width of each edge of model.

5. Advanced settings
In "Advanced settings" menu, we can choose to set parameters of the material
diameter, extruder temperature and printing temperature, bottom speed, as well as
model support.
6. Extruder temperature
When extruder temperature set, before print model, extruder will keep on heating up
until the temperature reaches the setting temperature.
7. Printbed temperature
When the temperature of print-bed is set, before printing process starts, the print-bed
will keep on heating up until the temperature reaches the setting temperature.
8. Bottom speed
The bottom layer printing speed is for setting the model’s raft layer speed.

SLICING LIST
Click the “Print Manage”on the main interface menu，which shows the following
menu，the left side is the slice data list while the right side is the print list.
The model slice and the print control are separated completely, that makes the
operation more independent and hierarchy. The data after slicing will be added
automatically to the slice data list,where the frequently-used models or subsequent
ones can be processed in advance. Users can process the printing from“Print Manage”
at any time.“Print Manage”provides the print queue function, which is for adding the
models to print to the print queue，and print them in turns.

Below the interface is the data monitoring area,which displays the average
temperature，target temperature，actual temperature and the percentage of printing
power.
“Print Manage”menu button function：
1. Connect the printer

2. Data monitoring and control settings (such as time axis length,refresh time,etc).
3. After connecting the printer and loading the model file，click the icon
“Start”to start printing. When printing，click the icon

again to pause

printing.
4. In the process of printing,click the icon
5. Click the icon

“Stop” to stop printing.

“Save” to save the model file.If the users want to pause when

printing and power off the computer, they can click“Save”to continue printing.
6. Click on the icon

“View Slice Data” to load the selected slice data into the slice

preview area to view.
7. Click on the icon
8. Click on the icon
9. Click on the icon

“Send to SD” to transfer the selected slice data to SD card.
“Delete” to delete the selected slice data.
”Mannual” to pop up a dialog box of mannual control by

which the printer can move extruder, install and retreat materials.

10. Click on the icon

“PreHeat” to preheat the nozzle and print platform to

debug and save time of the whole heating process. Users can set the target
temperature and time of the nozzle and print platform.

SUSPENSION WINDOWS
Model List Function:

1. Save as
Click on the icon

“Save As” on the model list menu area,choose the storage path

to fill in the file name suffix.stl, click”save”，then all the models of the display area
will be saved to the named file.
2. Add model
Click the icon

”Add Model” on the model list menu area,then select the path of

the model file to be loaded,then click “open”.
3.Remove selected model
Select the model,click

”Remove selected model” on the model list menu area to

remove the selected model.
4. Copy Model

Select the model，click the icon

”Copy Model” on the model list menu, to copy

the selected model, and display in the display area, users can also select the
quantity of copies.

5. Autoposition
Click the icon

”Autoposition” on the model list menu, to automatically arranged

all the loaded models in the scene.
6. Center model
Select the model，click the icon

”Center Model” on the model list menu,to place

the selected model at the center of the bottom of the scene.
7. Put on platform

Select the model，click the icon

”Put on Platform” on the model list menu, to

place the selected model at the bottom of scene. The X、Y axis coordinates of the
model remain the same while Z axis coordinates may be changed.
8. Model information
Select the model，click

”Model Information” on the model list menu，an dialogue

box pop up, which displays the detailed information of selected model.
9. Clear all models
Click the icon

”Clear all Models” on the model list menu,to clear all the models in

the model list at one-time.
10. Isometric view
Click on the icon

”Isometric View” on the model list menu，to display the equal

proportion view of X、Y、Z axis.
11. Front view
Click on the icon

”Front View” on the model list menu，to display the view of X、

Y axis.
12. Top view
Click on the icon
Y axis.

”Top View” on the model list menu，to display the view of X、

-------------THE END

If you have any problem, my dear customers, please feel free to visit our website or
contact us:
Web.: www.hori3d.com choose English version
or
Mr. Rong

Email: zhangqianrong@hori3d.com

